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Abstract
The increasing availability of music in digital format needs to be
matched by the development of tools for music accessing, filtering,
classification, and retrieval. The research area of Music Information
Retrieval (MIR) covers many of these aspects. The aim of this paper is
to present an overview of this vast and new field. A number of issues,
which are peculiar to the music language, are described—including
forms, formats, and dimensions of music—together with the typologies
of users and their information needs. To fulfil these needs a number
of approaches are discussed, from direct search to information filtering
and clustering of music documents. An overview of the techniques for
music processing, which are commonly exploited in many approaches,
is also presented. Evaluation and comparisons of the approaches on a
common benchmark are other important issues. To this end, a description of the initial efforts and evaluation campaigns for MIR is provided.
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1
Introduction

The amount of available digital music is continuously increasing, promoted by a growing interest of users and by the development of new
technology for the ubiquitous enjoyment of music.
There are a number of reasons that may explain this trend, first of
all, the characteristics of music language itself. Music is an art form
that can be shared by people with different culture because it crosses
the barriers of national languages and cultural backgrounds. For example, Western classical music has passionate followers in Japan, and
many persons in Europe are keen on classical Indian music: All of them
can enjoy music without the need of a translation, which is normally
required for accessing foreign textual works. Another reason is that
technology for music recording, digitization, and playback allows users
for an access that is almost comparable to the listening of a live performance, at least at the level of audio quality, and the signal-to-noise
ratio is better for digital formats than for many analog formats. This
is not the case with other art forms, like painting or sculpture, for
which the digital format is only an approximate representation of the
artwork. The access to digitized paintings can be useful for studying
the works of a given artist but cannot substitute the direct interaction
1
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with the real world works. Moreover, music is an art form that can be
both cultivated and popular, and sometimes it is impossible to draw a
line between the two, as for jazz or for most of traditional music.
Or maybe the increasing interest toward digital music is motivated by its portability and the possibility to access music while doing
another, possibly primary, activity. Perhaps users are not looking for
a cultural experience, or the enjoyment of artworks, but for a suitable
soundtrack for the many hours spent commuting, traveling, waiting
or even working, and studying. Last but not least, the music business
is pushing toward the continuous production of new musical works,
especially in genres like pop and rock. The continuous decrease of the
average age of persons that regularly purchase and consume music has
been paralleled by an increasing simplification of the structure of mainstream music genres, requiring the continuous production of new music.
The number of items sold daily by Web-based music dealers, or downloaded from services like i-Tune—not mentioning the illegal sharing of
music files through peer-to-peer networks—shows how much music is
commercially and culturally important.
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is an emerging research area
devoted to fulfill users’ music information needs. As it will be seen,
despite the emphasis on retrieval of its name, MIR encompasses a number of different approaches aimed at music management, easy access,
and enjoyment. Most of the research work on MIR, of the proposed
techniques, and of the developed systems are content based.
The main idea underlying content-based approaches is that a document can be described by a set of features that are directly computed from its content. Usually, content-based access to multimedia
data requires specific methodologies that have to be tailored to each
particular medium. Yet, the core information retrieval (IR) techniques,
which are based on statistics and probability theory, may be more generally employed outside the textual case, because the underlying models are likely to describe fundamental characteristics being shared by
different media, languages, and application domains [60]. For this reason, the research results achieved in the area of IR, in particular in the
case of text documents, are a continuous reference for MIR approaches.
Already in 1996 McLane stated that a challenging research topic would
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3
have been the application of some standard principles of text IR to
music representation [85].
The basic assumption behind content-based approaches is that
metadata are either not suitable, or unreliable, or missing. In the case
of MIR, all the three assumptions may hold. As it will be described
in more detail in the following sections, music metadata may not be
suitable because they are either too generic to discriminate different
musical works—there are hundreds of slow ballads sung by a female
voice with acoustic guitars in the background—or too specific requiring a precise definition of the information need—name of the singer,
name of the album, and date of the first release if not the direct name
of the song—or requiring a good musical background—the song is in
F lydian, with guitars mainly playing suspended chords, at the end
the time signature becomes 3/4 with slower tempo.1 Metadata can be
unreliable in the case of music shared with other users, because there
is no control on how the information has been added, and of course
metadata may not be present at all.
It is interesting to note that both CD and the first MP3 audio standards, which gave rise to the two digital revolutions of music enjoyment,
do not take into account the possibility of carrying also structured
metadata information. The possibility to include unstructured textual
information in MP3 has been introduced in a later version thanks to an
external contribution to the standard. Yet, fields are not mandatory,
and it is up to the person who creates the MP3 to spend time adding
this information.
Despite these problems with metadata, a number of systems that
allow users to access and retrieve music based on textual descriptors
have been developed, and are available on the Web. Most of the systems
are Digital Libraries devoted to the diffusion of Western classical music,
such as Cantate [13], Harmonica [43], and Musica [97], whose names
already show the primary interest toward this repertoire—other music
digital libraries for Western music are described in [45] and in [27].
The discussion of the relationships between the vast research area of
1 This

sentence has been created on purpose using terms that, although very precise, are
not very common outside the music terminology; there is probably no song with these
characteristics.
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digital libraries and MIR would have required a paper by itself, because
it regards important issues on digital acquisition of musical works, the
creation of an infrastructure for the management of musical documents
and for the access to musical content, which are challenging problem
by themselves as discussed in [1, 29].
The focus of this paper is on tools, techniques, and approaches for
content-based MIR, rather than on systems that implement them. The
interested reader can find the descriptions of more than 35 systems
for music retrieval in [127], with links to their Web sites. An interesting survey of a selection of 17 different systems has been presented
in [135]. Systems can be compared according to the retrieval tasks that
can be carried out, the size of the collections, and the techniques that
are employed. To this end, a mapping of the analyzed systems on a
bidimensional space was proposed [135] in where the two dimensions of
interest were the target audience of the systems—e.g., industry, consumer, professional—and the level at which retrieval is needed—e.g.,
from a particular instance of a work to a music genre.
The paper is structured as follows: This introductory section ends
with a short overview of some music concepts. Chapter 2 discusses the
peculiarities of the music language, introducing the dimensions that
characterize musical documents and that can be used to describe its
content. Chapter 3 highlights the main typologies of MIR users, introducing and specifying a number of information needs that have been
taken into account by different MIR approaches. The processing of
musical documents, aimed at extracting features related to their dimensions of interest, is discussed in Chapter 4, followed by a classification
of the different facets of MIR research areas, which are reported in
Chapter 5. The efforts carried out for creating a shared evaluation
framework and their initial results are presented in Chapter 6. Finally,
some concluding considerations are drawn in Chapter 7.

1.1

Review of Music Concepts

Most of the approaches and techniques for music retrieval are based
on a number of music concepts that may not be familiar to persons
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without musical training. For this reason, this section presents a short
introduction of some basic concepts and terms.
1.1.1

Basic music elements

Each musical instrument, with the exception of some percussions, produces almost periodic vibrations. In particular, the sounds produced
by musical instruments are the result of the combination of different
frequencies, which are all multiple integers of a fundamental frequency,
usually called F 0.
The three basic features of a musical sound are
• Pitch, which is related to the perception of the fundamental
frequency of a sound; pitch is said to range from low or deep
to high or acute sounds.
• Intensity, which is related to the amplitude, and thus to
the energy, of the vibration; textual labels for intensity range
from soft to loud ; the intensity is also defined loudness.
• Timbre, which is defined as the sound characteristics that
allow listeners to perceive as different two sounds with same
pitch and same intensity.
The perception of pitch and intensity is not as straightforward as
the above definitions may suggest. The human ear does not have a
linear behavior neither in pitch recognition nor in the perception of
intensity. Yet, these two perceptually relevant qualities of sounds can be
reasonably approximated considering the fundamental frequency and
the energy of a sound.
Timbre, on the other hand, is a multidimensional sound quality
that is not easily described with simple features. Timbre perception
is related to the recognition of the sound source—telling a saxophone
from a violin—of the playing technique—telling whether a string
has been plucked or played with the bow—of the playing technique
nuances—the velocity of the bow and its pressure on the string—of
the surrounding acoustics—telling whether the violinist has been in a
small room or in a concert hall—and of the recording equipment and
digital representation—telling whether the sound has been recorded
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from the broadcast of an AM radio or from a live performance. Given
all these characteristics, it is not surprising that timbre has been
defined for what it is not.
In the case of many percussive musical instruments, there is no fundamental frequency, and the sound is usually called noise. Yet, noises
are perceived to be in a low, medium, or high register. Intensity and
timbre are still relevant descriptors for noises.
When two or more sounds are played together, they form a chord.
A chord may have different qualities, depending on the pitch of the
different sounds and, in particular, on the distances between them.
Chords play a fundamental role in many music genres, in particular in
pop, rock, and jazz music, where polyphonic musical instruments—e.g.,
piano, keyboard, guitar—are often dedicated to the accompaniment
and basically play chords.

1.1.2

Music terminology

Apart from the basic concepts introduced in the previous section, there
are many terms that are currently used to describe music that may
not be familiar to persons without a musical education. Part of the
terminology commonly used by the MIR community is derived from
music theory and practice. The musical concepts that are relevant for
this overview are the following2 :
• The tempo is the speed at which a musical work is played, or
expected to be played, by performers. The tempo is usually
measured in beats per minute.
• The tonality of a song is related to the role played by the
different chords of a musical work; tonality is defined by the
name of the chord that plays a central role in a musical work.
The concept of tonality may not be applicable to some music
genres.
2 Being

very simple, these operative definitions may not be completely agreed by readers
with a musical background, because some relevant aspects are not taken into account. Yet,
their purpose is just to introduce some terminology that will be used in the next chapters.
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• The time signature, usually in the form of a fractional number, gives information on the organization of strong and soft
beats along the time axis.
• The key signature, usually in the form of a number of
alterations—symbols ] and [—is an incomplete representation of the tonality, which is useful for performers because
it express which are the notes that have to be consistently
played altered.
Figure 1.1 shows four measures of a polyphonic musical score, an
excerpt from Claude Debussy’s Première Arabesque, for piano. In this
excerpt no direct information on tempo and tonality is given, the time
signature (the C sign) indicates that measures have to be divided in
four equal beats, and the three sharps (the ] signs) indicate that all
occurrences of notes F, C, and G have to be raised by a semitone if not
otherwise indicated. The presence of three sharps may suggest that the
tonality of the excerpt is either A major or F] minor, which have the
same number of sharps, with the former more likely to be the actual
tonality.
Other concepts are more related to the production of sound and to
the parameters that describe single or groups of notes. In particular, a
note starts being perceived at its onset time, lasts for a given duration,
and stops to be perceived at its offset time. Finally, the sounds are
produced by musical instruments and by the voice that depending on
their conformation have a limited range of pitches that can be produced,
which is called instrument—or voice—register.

Fig. 1.1 Example of a musical score (excerpt from Première Arabesque by Claude Debussy).
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